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Abstract 

Simple and accurate parametrizations of nucleon-nucleon and pion-nucleon cross-sections used in nuclear transport 
codes up to the 1 GeV per nucleon range are presented. 

1. Introduction 

The study of heavy ion collisions up to the GeV range 
by means of simulations of nuclear transport theory has 
undergone a tremendeous impetus in the last ten years (see 
e.g. Refs. [l-3]) with the successive development of espe- 
cially the intranuclear cascade [4-61, the BUU mode1 
[7-lo], the Landau-Vlassov model [ 1 l- 131, and the QMD 
model [ 14,151. It is an important feature for the study of 
transport of particles inside matter bombarded by heavy 
ion beams. The same methods have since been extended to 
hadron-nucleus collisions [ 161 and antiproton-nucleus in- 
teractions [ 17,181. It is not yet clear whether these theories 
are in a satisfactory shape, nor that the simulations are 
really solving the nuclear transport equations correctly 
[19]. Just to cite an important pending problem, recent 
investigations [20] have shown, in simple models, that the 
retardation effects, due to quantum mechanics, in the 
so-called collision terms are important, although, as far as 
we know, these effects have not been implemented in a 
full 3D transport calculation. 

An important input of transport theories are the elemen- 
tary elastic and inelastic nucleon-nucleon collision cross- 
sections (for the inelastic ones, we will limit ourselves here 
to pion production, which is overwhelmingly dominant in 
the considered energy range). Most of the existing codes 
use, at least partly, a parametrization of these experimental 
cross-sections, which has been devised in parallel with the 
development of the Liege intranuclear cascade code [5]. 

Although a large part, but not the whole, of the 
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parametrization can be found in the literature at various 
places [6,17,21,22], we think it is useful to present a 
comprehensive account of it. Furthermore, we also want to 
show the accuracy of this parametrization. As it will be 
shown, the latter often provides a compromise between a 
faithful reproduction of the data, which could only be 
obtained in principle as lengthy tables, and simple analyti- 
cal forms which allow fast reconstmction of the cross-sec- 
tions. It should be borne in mind that it is not really 
necessary to reach a perfect description of the cross-sec- 
tions in calculations which are still blurred by large theo- 
retical (and sometimes also statistical) uncertainties. How- 

ever, it is nonetheless important to retain the main features 
of the cross-sections. This is the point of view which 
prevailed in constructing the parametrization that we are 
going to present. In addition, in some occasions, we will 
extent the parametrization outside the momentum ranges 
for which it was first developed. 

2. Parametrization of nucleon-nucleon cross-sections 

2.1. Total cross-sections 

For the pp total cross-section, the following 
parametrization has been proposed [6] 

CT= 23.5 + lOOO( pla,, - 0.7)4, plab < 0.8, 

24.6 
= 23.5 + 

0.8 < < 1 S, plab 

= 41 + 60( Plab - 0.9)exp( - 1.2 Plnb) 1 

I.5 <Plab< 5. 

(1) 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of tire “world data” [31] for pp cross-section 
(for pIat, < 0.3 GeV/c, only a few points are indicated) and 
parametrization Eq. (I) indicated by the heavy line. The improved 
form Eq. (2) for nlab < 0.4 GeV/c is given by the thin line. 

In this equation (and throughout this paper), the cross-sec- 
tion is expressed in mb and the incident lab momentum in 
GeV/c. A parametrization in term of the cm energy can 
be readily obtained by using the well known kinematical 

formula. As shown in Fig. 1, Eq. (1) yields a good fit up to 
5 GeV/c and down to plab = 0.3 GeV/c, which corre- 
sponds roughly to a proton-proton cm energy of 25 MeV. 

For many purposes, this is largely sufficient as the soft 
nucleon-nucleon collisions are cut by the Pauli principle 
in the early phase of the heavy ion collision process. 

Furthermore, these soft collisions do not contribute very 
much to the energy-momentum flow. They rather merely 
exchange nucleons in this flow. In any case, an improved 

fit can be obtained by using 
-2.104 

, PI&, < 0.4, (2) 
. . 

which IS vahd down to plab = 0.1 GeV/c, i.e. 2.5 MeV 

proton-proton cm energy. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of tbe “world data” [31] for np cross-section 
and paramettizations Eq. (3) indicated by the heavy line (for 
ptab < 0.3 GeV/c, only a few points are given). Tbe improved 
form Eq. (4) for plab < 0.4 GeV/c is given by the thin line. 

In Refs. [17,22], the following parametrization of the 
total np cross-section has been proposed 

cr= 33 + 1961 plab - 0.95]2.5. plab < 1, 

= 24.2 + 8.9p,,,, 1 <P,ab < 27 (3) 
= 42, 2 < Plab. 

This parametrization yields a good fit up to 5 GeV/c and 

down to 0.4 GeV/c (see Fig. 2). The same remarks apply 
here as in the pp case. Nevertheless, below 0.4 GeV/c, an 
excellent fit is provided by 

u= 6.3555~,,3.~~~’ exp( -0.377(m prab)2) I (4) 

down to 0.05 GeV/c. We note in passing that Eqs. (2) and 
(4) do not respect the effective range expansions, which, 
when limited to the scattering length and the effective 

range, are correct at even smaller incident lab momentum. 
This is also true for the Coulomb scattering in the pp 

system. In fact, Eq. (4) is diverging at plab = 0, while the 
true cross-section is finite. For the pp case, parametrization 
Eq. (1) on the other hand is diverging at plab = 0, but does 
not include the Coulomb divergence. These divergences do 
not however lead to a vanishing mean free path in practical 
situations, as they are (over) compensated by a vanishingly 
small phase space factor handling the Pauli blocking. They 
also lead to a conceptual problem. Interactions are also 

handled by the mean field introduced in most of transport 
models. It is natural to consider that the soft collisions (as 
in particular at very small plab) are mainly contributing to 
the mean field, whereas hard collisions are entering the 
collision term only. As far as we know, a satisfactory 
derivation of a transport theory embodying these consider- 
ations is still missing. However, because of the Pauli 
blocking (as explained above), the soft collisions are ex- 
pected to be of minor importance. 

The parametrizations Eqs. (l)-(4) are not very different 

from the parametrizations used by the old VEGAS code 
[23]. They represent however a better statistical average, as 
they are based on more numerous data. Moreover, they are 

better at plab 2 1.5 GeV/c. 

2.2. Elastic cross-sections 

For the pp system, the elastic cross-section is practi- 
cally equal to the total cross-section for plab < 1 GeV/c. 
Above this value, the measurements are rather scarce and 
of a much poorer quality than for the total cross-section 
(see Fig. 3). In Ref. [6], the following parametrization is 
used 

(T = 23.5 + lOOO( plab - 0.7)4, plab < 0.8, 

1250 
= - - 4( Plab - 1.3)2, 

Plab + 50 
0.8 <plab < 2, 

(5) 

2 < Plab. 

It is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the “world” data 1311 for elastic pp 
cross-section (above the first inelastic threshold) and parametriza- 
tion Eq. (5). 

The elastic data for the np are even more scarce. A 
tentative parametrization has been proposed in Ref. [22]: 

u= 33 + 1961p,,, - 0.9512.5, hb < 0e8 I 

=- 

2 < fhb. 

It has been built to give a satisfactory description in the 
l-5 GeV/c range, with the constraint that the elastic 
cross-section should be equal to the total cross-section for 
plab < 0.8 GeV/c (see Fig. 4). 

2.3. Differedal elastic cross-sections 

We want here to give simple parametrization of the 
shape of the differential cross-section, contrasting with the 

30,.,..,....,....,.,..,....,,...,....,...., 

IO: 
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p,, &“/ck5 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the existing data 1311 for elastic np cross- 
section (above the first inelastic threshold) and parametrization 
Eq. (6). 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the data [24,26] for the slope parameter B,, 
in the pp elastic scattering and parametrization Eq. (8). 

description of Ref. [23], which gives it under the form of 
tables at a few angles and energies. 

The differential pp elastic cross-sections can very well 
be parametrized by the simple form 

du 
- o[ eB&, 
dt 

where t is the usual Mandelstam variable and where B,, is 
a function of the cm energy, or equivalently of plab: 

Flab < 2* 
@I 

=5.334+0.67(~,,-2), 2<p,,,. 

It is shown in Fig. 5. Of course, the true cross-section is 
the symmetrized form of Eq. (71, but for generating the 
final state in the proton-proton centre of mass, Eq. (7) is 
sufficient, since if a proton is emitted at an angle f&,, 
another proton is emitted at the angle TI - 0,,. E$. (8), 
below 2 GeV/c, is a slight modification of the shape 
given in Ref. 1241, where it is shown to be quite accurate. 

The differential np elastic cross-section is a little bit 
more complicated. In Ref. [25], the following form has 
been used: 

da 
- (x e%’ + aeQU 
dt (9) 

where t and u are the Mandelstam variables. The quantity 
B,, is given by 

B”, = 0, PI& < 0.225, 

= 16.53( plab - 0.225), 0.225 <plab < 0.6, 

- I .63p,,, + 7.16, 0.6 < plab < I .6, (10) = 

= PP’ 
B 1.6 < Plab. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the differential np cross-section (crosses) at 

plab = 1.196 GeV/c and parametrization Eqs. @-Cl 1) (full 

curve). The arrow indicates the value of r corresponding to 

backward scattering in the cm. 

The quantity a is given by 

a= I, Plab < o.8, 

0.64 
=- 

dab ' 
0.8 < Plab. 

(1’) 

When a is equal to 1, the angular distribution is symmetric 
in the cm frame and for smaller and smaller values of a, 
the angular distribution gets more and more forward 

peaked. 
The accuracy of parametrization Eq. (10) is really good 

for plab < 0.3 GeV/c, where the cross-section is isotropic 
due to the s-wave dominance and above plab - 1.5 GeV/c 
where the first term of Eq. (9) dominates and where the np 
cross-section is strongly ressembling the pp cross-section. 
In the 0.3-1.5 GeV/c range, Eq. (9) is again a compro- 
mise between accuracy and convenience. Indeed, to gener- 
ate the final state, it is sufficient first to determine (by 

comparing a random number to a/(1 + a)> whether the 
ea.,’ or eBOP” form is chosen and to determine the value of 
t and u by using an exponential random number. In 
practice, it is even simpler: it is sufficient to determine the 
final state by eBnp’ and a fraction u/(1 + a) of the time, to 
exchange neutron and proton. The accuracy of Eq. (9) in 
the 0.6-1.5 GeV/c range is illustrated in a typical case in 
Fig. 6. Parametrization Eq. (9) neglects the rapid increase 
close to If/,,, i.e. to %,, = 180”, which corresponds to the 
pion exchange and which is limited to a narrow range of 
angles and, therefore, a small part of the integrated cross- 
section. 

The plab dependence of B,, and a is given in Fig. 7. 

2.4. Inelastic cross-sections 

The inelastic cross-sections are simply the differences 
between the total and elastic cross-sections. Below, say 3.5 
GeV/c, the inelasticity is dominated by the one pion 

production channel. There are many indications that, in 
this momentum range, the pion production largely pro- 
ceeds through the formation of a A resonance (this cannot 
be true for the whole inelastic cross-section, as the np and 
pp inelastic cross-sections are not exactly in the ratio $, 

that is required by the pure isobar model). Nevertheless, a 
picture based on the A production has been suggested and 

yields reasonable results. In Ref. [21], it is proposed to 

adopt the following scenario: a variable mass A is pro- 
duced. which can decay after some time. The distribution 

of the A mass M is given by 

1 

f(M)a 
To2 

%(M-M,--m,) 

(M-Mo)2+q 

x%(&M”-M), (‘2) 
where M, and r, are the fundamental parameters of the 
A resonance, namely MO = 1.232 GeV, r. = 0.115 GeV, 

where M, is the nucleon mass, m, the pion mass and fi 
is the cm energy. In practice, it is sufficient to generate a 

A mass according to a Lorentzian distribution repeatedly, 
until the two conditions expressed by the % functions in 
Eq. (13) are satisfied. 

The angular distribution of the A production reaction 
can be described as follows [6,21]: 

2 (NN -+ NA) a eB,nr, (13) 

with 

Bi” = B,, (14) 

at the same cm energy, where f is the square of the 
four-momentum transfer from the incident nucleon to the 

A resonance. This is more or less supported by the experi- 
mental data [26,27] (see Fig. 8). 

Let us remind that, in this scenario [6], the A resonance 
is assumed to decay isotropically in its rest frame, which 

1.2 

1 

0.8 

4 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

,a4, 0 1 

pt& (ZGeV,c~ 
3 

Fig. 7. Incident momenmm dependence of the parameters a (Eq. 

(I 1)). left scale) and B,, (Eq. (10)). right scale). 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the existing data for the slope parameter B, 

and the parametrization given by Eq. (14). 

seems to introduce some error in the pion angular distribu- 
tion in the nucleon-nucleon frame at low energy. Improv- 
ing on this point would require a model for the distribution 
of the A spin in the A production and to keep track of the 
direction of this spin. Finally, the various branching ratios, 
both for A production and decay, are assumed to be given 
by the isobar model 

~(PP -, PA+) cr (nn + nA”) 1 

a(pp + nA++) = a(nn-+pA-) =7’ 

a(np -+ nA+) 

cr(np + PA’) = ” (15) 

T(A+-+ nTT+n) r(A’+_,-p) 1 

r( A++ n’p) = r(AO+-,On) =!?’ 

3. Parametrization of pion-nucleon cross-sections 

In the energy range considered here, the pion-nucleon 
interaction is largely dominated by the (3,3) resonance. It 
is then legitimate to adopt the pure isobar model. The 
following parametrization has been proposed in Ref. [21] 
for the A++ formation 

326.5 3 

(+(n+p+A++)= 

,+4[&-~;15j2 q3+:0.18)” 

(16) 

where q is the cm momentum 

4= 

[ 

(s - (%I + yJ’> s - (MT% - yJ2) 
4s 

m,. 
= pa,. 

I 
I/2 

(17) 

The departure from a pure Lorentzian form (as in Ref. 
[23]) has been adopted to account for the momentum 
dependence of the A partial width in the np channel [28], 
as dictated by the experimental dam, which clearly show 
an asymmetry of the A resonance in the np elastic 
cross-section. As can be seen from Fig. 9, formula IQ. (16) 
provides an accurate parametrization of the total rr +p 

cross-section for pla,, < 0.7 GeV/c, i.e. for pions of inci- 
dent energies less than _ 0.6 GeV. This is largely suffi- 
cient for the domain we consider here. The cross-sections 
for other isospin channels are easily obtained in the isobar 
model. One has 

~(-rr+p -+ A++) = 3u(n+n + A+) = ;a( rap -+ A+) 

=$a(n”n+A0)=3a(nTT-p-+A’) 

= c+(n-n + A-). (18) 

Let us notice that this relation is almost perfectly verified 
for pm, < 0.5 GeV/c, by the two accurately measured 
cross-sections, namely ?r+p -+ A++ and n-p -+ A’. 
Above 0.5 GeV/c, deviations from the pure isobar model 
start to show up in the last reaction. 

Above plab = 0.7 GeV/c, the n-N dynamics becomes 
complicated. From 0.7 GeV/c to = 1.2 GeV/c, the afp 
and n-p systems are dominated by different broad reso- 
nances. However, as indicated in Ref. [17], the isospin 
averaged TN cross-section is rather smoothly energy-de- 
pendent. Therefore, we will limit ourselves to propose 
parametrizations for isospin averaged cross-sections. For 
the TN elastic cross-section, it is suggested in Refs. 

[17,29] to take q,(nN) = 30 mb in the 0.6-2 GeV/c 
range. In the 0.5-1.5 GeV/c range, the inelastic TN 
cross-section is largely dominated by the T production 

(TN -+ rr TN). For the latter, a good description of the 
isospin average cross-section is given by 

a(rrN -+ ITTN) = 74( plab - 0.555)2p,;,4.04, (19) 

250 

0.1 1 
plab (GeV/c) 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the “world” data 1311 for the total 7’ p 

cross-section (actually, only selected representative points are 

given), with parametrization lZq. (16). 
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Fig. 10. The dots give the isospin average TN + nnN cross-sec- 

tion, obtained by summing all measured cross-sections for specific 

charged final states. The line corresponds to Eq. (19). 

as can be seen from Fig. 10. In Refs. [ 17,291, the elastic 
scattering above 0.5 GeV/c is still assumed for the sake 
of simplicity to proceed through the A-resonance, which is 
certainly not corresponding to the physical reality, and the 
pion production is assumed to populate isotropically the 
available phase space, which is also an approximation. 
These simple choices seem however to produce reasonable 
results [ 171. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we summarized the parametrizations of 
the nucleon-nucleon and pion-nucleon cross-sections pro- 
posed by our group, of which a partial account appeared in 
the literature. We exhibited their good accuracy in the 
momentum ranges relevant for the transport theory calcula- 
tions for heavy ion collisions up to - 2 GeV/u incident 

energy, for proton-nucleus collisions up to _ 2 GeV and 
antiproton-nucleus annihilations up to u I GeV. In some 
occasions, we extended the parametrizations to go some- 
what above these limits. However, let us conclude in 
mentioning that the real limitations for this extension are 
then coming from the very description of the inelastic 
collisions, which may lead to several particle final states 
(directly or in two or three steps) and the increasing 
variety of produced particles. Some helpful parametriza- 
tions in these directions can be found in Ref. [30]. 
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